Managed Security
Discover. Detect. Respond.
Introducing a comprehensive, scalable managed security service that pairs best-in-breed
security technologies with the invaluable human insight of our security experts to bring you
immediate relief and peace of mind at a price your business can afford.


Our Experts Working For You
Focus on your business and leave IT security to us. Our experienced security engineers will help you
quickly and easily deploy all the security controls you need to detect and respond to security incidents,
protecting your company and your customers against today’s threats. Once we are engaged, your security team is extended by our certified professionals and you gain immediate benefit from a team with
decades of security experience.



Reduce Your Costs
A flat monthly fee means you can implement best in breed security technologies and experienced staff
at a fixed operating cost that is a fraction of what you would pay to turn up the same capabilities
yourself. Bring relief to your overtaxed IT Security staff at a fraction of what it would cost to expand
headcount.



Improve Risk Management
Our solution provides unprecedented visibility into your network’s security state, allowing you to easily
and clearly identify security gaps in your IT infrastructure. Quickly and easily expand this visibility
across your enterprise and attain more effective and more complete risk management without breaking
the bank.

3 Pillars of Managed Security



Fully Customizable
When it comes to security, no size fits all. IDRGroup’s Managed Security service is fully customizable
and expandable to meet the needs of any business. Quickly and easily add devices, services, or
additional locations to your Managed Security solution. Our certified implementation specialists will
help craft the right solution for you.



Regulatory Compliance
More and more businesses are subject to regulations that require them to retain critical security
information for extended periods of time. Our Managed Security service includes a forensic log store
that securely retains your security logs for as long as is needed. Additionally, our event log monitoring
and vulnerability scanning helps your business comply with HIPAA and PCI requirements.

Our Approach
Leading edge security
technologies powered by
AlienVault™ are paired
with the human
intelligence and insight of
IDRGroup’s highly skilled
security practitioners. This
combination allows our
Managed Security service
to efficiently and
effectively address your
company’s security needs,
regardless of size or
vertical.

The Right Choice for Your Business
With budgets shrinking and threats expanding on a daily basis, it’s more important than ever for companies to
get the most out of their existing security investments. Our Managed Security service quickly and painlessly
expands your security capabilities for a flat subscription fee, with no capital expenditure and no equipment or
applications to maintain. Lower your cost of ownership, focus on your business, and let IDRGroup’s team of
experts ensure your data and customers are protected.

Ready to Get Started?
Call 813-279-5452 or email us at info@idrgrp.com to learn more.

simplifying cyber security

